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In the midst of a seemingly paradise-like landscape, at Nepal’s border with India, approximately 50,000 people live off of sparse agriculture in poverty. This wide land of the Terai, which borders the jungle, forms a stark contrast to the Himalayas of the mountain-climbing tourists. Those who possess a few goats or even a water buffalo, in addition to their clay huts, are already privileged. But the extreme friendliness, peacefulness and hospitality of these Nepalese are their special “capital.” This causes each sensible traveler who arrives here, by chance or destiny, to first pause thankfully and speechlessly, and then to take action…

This is how, based on such encounters with guests from America and Europe, Hari was able to start CLINIC NEPAL.

Who is Hari?

Hari Bhandary is a unique individual, a village boy from Meghauli in the Terai. His mother gave birth to nine children, six survived. Unlike most children, Hari learned how to read and write. Being socially-aware, he sensed his privilege and pondered what to do. He read and practiced his rudimentary school-English with foreigners who happened to come through Meghauli en route to the Chitwan National Park.

In 1990, Hari met the German doctor in charge of a Kathmandu leprosy clinic who, in addition to ultimately sending Hari to school in Kathmandu, made it possible for him to gain valuable work experience in the leprosy clinic of a German Caritas facility. With the first money Hari earned, he supported school children in Meghauli and planned a walk-in clinic. 1997 marked a turning point: With the help of English friends whom Hari had also met in Meghauli, he opened “Friendship Clinic Nepal.”

His dream came true: to maintain people’s health and create opportunities for education and training. Prevention instead of fighting catastrophes! Cholera, leprosy, and AIDS were not to have a chance here. All Clinic Nepal initiatives serve one purpose only: to create life that is worthy of human beings.

The citizens of Meghauli have always lent support to Clinic Nepal, according to their own means. Illnesses, in general, have already been reduced by 30%. In its Thanks-Garden, Clinic Nepal acknowledges its donors world-wide by planting trees in their honor.

Hari is... an atypical Nepalese guy, full of great ideas, stamina and, most importantly, a big heart. With his belief in the good of mankind, he became the center of an international network of compassion and empathy for his countrymen.

Clinic Nepal

Clinic Nepal is grateful to its network of friends around the world as well as its sister charities in Nepal, Germany, England, Gibraltar, Spain and the United States. Clinic Nepal services include: medical care, ambulance service, health camps, medical referral, school, college and vocational sponsorships, youth hostel, kindergarten and preschools, school meal and hygiene education programs, boy and girl scouts, safe water, waste management, solar initiatives, and provision of livestock for local farmers.

And you could also be part of it. Welcome!!!

NAMASTE!